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1. Introduction
Despite the
documentation of several
hundred clam gardens,
there has been no
comprehensive
archaeological research
effort focused on this
traditional management
system. The
archaeological research
described in this report is
nested within and
supported by a larger
Figure 1. Map of Quadra Island and surrounding area. Kanish and
research programme on
clam gardens co-led by
Waiatt Bays are outlined in red.
archaeologist Dr. Dana
Lepofsky (SFU), and marine ecologists Dr. Anne Salomon (SFU) and Dr. Kirsten Rowell (U
of Washington). The overall goal of this research programme is to determine the ecological
effects of clam gardens in Kanish and Waiatt Bays in northern Quadra Island (Figure 1). The
archaeological study, reported here, is paired with an ecological study which evaluates the
productivity of clams in clam garden beaches (Groesbeck n.d.). The archaeological study
focuses on recording clam gardens and sampling associated middens to determine the effects
of clam gardens on the relative abundance, size, and growth rate of clams deposited in the
middens.

2. Objectives
There were four objectives of the archaeological research for the summer of 2012:
1. Record previously undocumented clam garden archaeological sites in Small Inlet
within Kanish Bay.
2. Topographic mapping of midden site EbSh-13 and clam garden Kb25.
3. Column sample select middens associated with clam gardens.
4. Develop a method to excavate clam garden beaches in order to date the initial
construction of the wall structure.
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3. Methods
Clam Garden Survey of Small Inlet
During a low tide sequence, unrecorded clam garden sites within Small Inlet were
identified, located with GPS, photographed and sketch maps were drawn.
Topographic Mapping
EbSh-13 and Kb25 were mapped using a Total Station at low tide to obtain detailed
spatial data of surface features. EbSh-13 is a large village in direct association with two clam
garden beaches Kb25 and Kb24.
Midden Excavations
Columns of 20 x 20 cm were excavated in exposed cuts and terminated at sterile
sediment. Bulk samples were collected from each column in 10 cm increments. Profiles were
drawn of all completed columns and photographs taken. All column samples were completely
filled in once the excavations were completed, covered with “natural-looking sediment”, and
when possible and appropriate, hidden by vegetation (sword ferns, rotten logs). Beach rocks
were used to create stable stepped surfaces on which the fill could be placed.
Samples were taken from two archaeological site types associated with clam gardens:
short-term clam harvesting sites and village sites. Clam harvesting sites are characterized by
thin, non-stratified shell deposits almost entirely composed of shell. Because of the proximity
of these harvesting sites to clam gardens, and the characteristics of their middens, these sites
are predicted to provide insights into clam harvesting from clam gardens over short periods of
time. Village sites are characterized by deeply stratified middens which provide long-term
sequences of general marine resource use, and are predicted to give insight into clam use
before and after the initiation of clam management via clam gardens.
Beach Excavations
This is a critical step to our research, and allows us to independently evaluate whether
changes observed in the column samples are associated with the construction of the clam
garden. Based on our dating of the column samples and the date of the garden construction,
we hope to determine which midden deposits pre-and post-date garden construction.
To date initial clam garden construction, we excavated trenches in one clam garden
beach (Kb25) perpendicular to the clam garden wall to expose the underlying sediments.
Comparable to parallel studies elsewhere in British Columbia (Quentin Mackie, personal
communication, 2012), preliminary trench excavations of clam gardens have revealed a
dramatic change in sedimentation. Transitions are marked by changes in colour, compaction,
and sediment type. This visible change in the beach stratigraphy represents the transition
from rocky substrates associated with natural beaches to deposits containing high amounts of
biogenetic material (i.e., crushed shell) and silt associated with the construction of clam
gardens (Woods and Woods 2005).
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4. Field Results
Clam Garden Survey of Small Inlet
The surveys of unrecorded clam garden sites were limited because of time restraints
due to bad weather. As our main mode of transportation between sites is by canoe, high
winds sustained over almost a week only allowed for several hours of beach survey at low
tides. Consequently, this portion of the study was not completed. We will be returning to
Kanish Bay during the summer of 2013.
Topographic Mapping
The topographic map of EbSh-13 and Kb25 (Figures 2 and 3) visually outlines surface
details including house depressions and extensive platforms, as well as canoe skids and the
clam garden wall. This detailed spatial representation illustrates the characteristically flat
modified beach slope. These data allowed us to determine the unmodified beach slope for our
beach excavations, mentioned later in this report. This accurate visual representation also
serves as an effective tool for illustrating clam gardens to non-archaeologists.

Figure 2. 3-D map of EbSh-13 and Kb25 outlining surface features produced by Sue Formosa.
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Figure 3. Total station data points used to construct 3-D image. Note beach survey transects in
black, depicted in cross section in Figures 36 and 37.

Midden Excavations
Archaeological excavations consisted of eight 20 x 20 cm bulk column samples
(seven in Kanish Bay; one in Waiatt Bay) of both temporary bivalve harvesting sites (two)
and village sites (three). Both of the temporary bivalve harvesting sites sampled were located
in Kanish Bay and associated with clam gardens (EbSh-25 and EbSh-47; Figures 4 and 5).
Two of the village sites sampled were located in Kanish Bay (EbSh-13 and EbSh-14; Figures
4 and 5) and one in Waiatt Bay (EbSh-21; Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Map of Kanish Bay indicating sampled sites (marked with blue triangles).

Figure 5. Map of Granite Bay indicating sampled sites (marked with blue triangles).
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Figure 6. Map of Waiatt Bay indicating sampled sites (marked with blue triangles).

EbSh-13
EbSh-13, locally known as the “Orchard” due to its historic use as a farmstead, is a
large village site with a deep stratified midden. This site is uncommon among the village sites
in the study area as it is directly and spatially associated only with clam garden beaches and
not with un-walled beaches. The midden creates a terrace over 4 m above the beach and over
200 m in length, surrounding the bay (Figure 7). While numerous house depressions of
varying sizes remain intact, some have been affected by historical processes, including
farming and logging. Over a dozen burial cairns are located at the back (north) of the site.
EbSh-13 is directly associated with clam gardens Kb25 (Figure 8) and Kb24, and near to
Kb23 (see Figure B-1 in Harper and Morris 2004).
This site was sampled by Puckett in 2011 (column MCOL1; see 2011 report). In
2012, we sampled MCOL2 located at 5570077 N 334595 E (See Figures 9, 10 and 11). The
sample was taken from an exposed face to the east of a maple tree growing on the point of
land southeast of Kb25. The column was excavated in two steps to minimize subsequent
erosion on the steep slope. To ensure temporal continuity, we traced a continuous zone of
burnt shell between the two steps. The column was 176 cm deep and terminated at bedrock.
Layers II to IX are interpreted as alternating layers of house floors (layers III, V, VII, and IX)
composed of homogeneous compact black silts with occasional shell flecking and
construction fill (layers II, IV, VI, and VIII) composed of broken and crushed shell.
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Figure 7. Photograph of EbSh-13 and Kb25 at high tide facing north.

Figure 8. Photograph of Kb25 at low tide looking east.
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Figure 9. Google Earth image of EbSh-13 indicating location of MCOL2.
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Figure 10. Photographs and drawing of MCOL2 north wall profile. Note that the scale orientation is
reversed in the photos. See Figure 24 for associated sediment descriptions. This sample was taken in
two steps, indicated by the red line in the profile. In the photos, the burnt shell zone (layers X-XII)
can be seen in step one from 20-35 cm and step 2 from 60-72 cm above the base of the stadial rod.
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I Layer of homogenous black silt with occasional broken shell (1-1.5 cm). Highly disturbed
with rootlets.
II Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black silt. 50% compact.
III Layer of homogenous black silt with occasional broken shell (1-1.5 cm).
IV Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black silt. 50% compact.
V Layer of homogenous black silt with occasional broken shell (1-1.5 cm).
VI Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black silt. 50% compact.
VII Layer of homogenous black silt with occasional broken shell (1-1.5 cm).
VIII Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black silt. 50% compact.
IX Layer of homogenous black silt with occasional broken shell (1-1.5 cm).
Note that the above layers are interpreted as alternating layers of house floors and
construction fill.
X-XII Zone consisting of lenses of very loose burnt whole shell and burnt crushed shell.
This burnt shell zone was traced as a continuous layer between the two steps to ensure
temporal continuity.
XIII Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black sediment. 50% compact.
XIV-XV Zone of whole shell (mostly butter clam <7cm) in black silty sediment with a
pocket of urchin.
Layer of broken shell (1-3cm) in black sediment. 50% compact.
XVII Lens of crushed mussel with some whole clam shell (<3cm).
XVIII Layer of black-brown sediment with minimal crushed shell.
XIX Layer of brown ash with broken/crushed clam shell (<1.5cm).
XX Layer of broken clam shell (<2 cm) in black silt.
XXI Layer of crushed/broken/whole clam shell (<3cm) in black silty sediment.
XXII Zone of 50% crushed/broken/whole clam shell (<1cm) in black silty sediment.
XXIII Layer of 80% broken clam shell (<1cm) in black silty sediment.
XIV Lens of dense black silt.
XXV Zone of 50% crushed/broken/whole clam shell (<1cm) in black silty sediment.
Figure 11. Sediment description of MCOL2 north wall profile. See Figure 10 for associated
photographs and drawing.
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EbSh-14
This is a village site on the southern side of Kanish Bay (Figures 12 and 13). The site
is fronted by a beach rich with alluvial sediments as there is a creek on the NW side of the
site. The clam garden wall does not extend along the entire beach (Figure 14), probably due
to disturbance associated with logging and a more recent fish farm (personal communication,
Tony Gain).
The site is roughly 40 m in length and consists of two shell midden terraces, each
approximately 2 m tall. A column sample was taken from each terrace on the eastern side of
the site. The first terrace is roughly 1.5 m in height and runs parallel to the beach. This terrace
is being eroded by waves, exposing shell dense midden. The second terrace is over 2 m in
height and bisected by a logging road. The site backs onto bluffs on the southeast side.
A column sample was taken from each terrace. The column MCOL4 was (5568233 N
334072 E) taken from the eastern side of the terrace closest to the water, on the western side
of a single maple tree. The sample consisted mostly of compact mussel shell with some
broken clam shell and terminated at 120 cm dbs (Figure 15). The column MCOL5 (5568222
N 334081 E) was taken from an exposed face on the second terrace to the east of the logging
road, beneath a bank of cedar trees. This sample yielded high amount of whole, broken, and
crushed shell with deposits of FCR and terminated at 207 cm dbd (Figure 16). Both column
samples likely represent terrace construction fill and refuse.

Figure 12. Photograph of the beach at EbSh-14 looking east at EbSh-2.
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Figure 13. Google Earth image of EbSh-14 indicating locations of MCOL4 and MCOL5.

Figure 14. Photograph of the partial wall on the north-west side of the beach at EbSh-14.
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I Layer of grey-brown molted clay with 1% broken/crushed shell (<1cm). 100% compact.
(Disturbed, not sampled)
II Layer of grey-brown molted clay with 20% broken/crushed shell (<5cm). 100% compact.
(Disturbed, not sampled)
III Layer of brown-black silty sand with 40% broken/crushed shell (<5 cm). 85% compact.
IV Layer of black silt with 85% crushed/broken shell (<8cm). 65% compact.
V Layer of black-brown sandy loam with 60% crushed/broken shell (mostly crushed mussel
shell; broken clam shell <4cm). 75% compact.
VI Layer of brown-black silt with 30% broken shell (<4cm). 40% compact.
VII Layer of black-grey ash with 25% crushed/broken shell (burnt crushed mussel shell;
broken clam shell <3cm). 60% compact.
VIII Layer of black loam. 75% compact. (Sterile, not sampled)
Figure 15. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL4 north wall profile. Note
that the scale orientation is reversed in the photos.
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I Zone of black-brown silty sediment with 40% crushed/broken/whole shell (mostly
littleneck, some crushed mussel), highly disturbed with rootlets. 35% compact.
II Zone of 65% crushed/broken/mostly whole shell (barnacle, clam and mussel; some burnt)
in a greasy black charcoal-rich sediment, 4 degraded granite cobbles. 85% compact.
III Layer of 80% shell (mostly barnacle (<4cm), some crushed mussel and clam) in brownblack sandy silt. 60% compact.
IV Layer of 85% crushed/broken/whole clam shell in black charcoal-rich silt. 70% compact.
V Zone of 80% crushed/broken/some whole shell in brown-black sandy silt with FCR and
pieces of charcoal. 35% compact.
VI Zone of 95% crushed/broken/whole shell (mostly butter clams, some mussel, cockle,
barnacle, urchin, and fish bones) in a slightly greasy silt with pieces of charcoal, some larger
FCR and degraded granite cobbles. 40% compact.
VII Layer of 85% crushed/broken/whole shell (clam and mussel), with pieces of charcoal.
60% compact.
VIII Zone of 85% crushed/broken/whole shell (clam, cockle, mussel), with pieces of
charcoal, FCR and degraded granite. 55% compact.
IX Layer of moist black loam. (Sterile, not sampled)
Figure 16. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL5 north wall profile. Note that
the scale orientation is reversed in the photos.
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EbSh-47
This site consists of small pockets of shell midden spanning approximately 13 m and
is interpreted as a temporary bivalve processing site. This site is on private property and was
been previously tested by Clark (2010). Permission was given again by the owners to
resample the site. The site is directly associated with the clam garden Kb03 (Figures 17 and
18). Given the proximity to this clam garden, we infer that the shells at EbSh-47 likely
originated from Kb03.
Two short columns were taken at this site from a patch of midden between the gravel
driveway and the shoreline. Both columns consisted mainly of shell. The first column
(MCOL8; 5567893 N 334966 E) was located beside a large tree stump to the north of a stone
path to the water. This sample terminated at 52 cm dbs when an intact hearth was
encountered (Figure 19). The hearth was not removed as the stones were too large to move
given the 20 cm by 20 cm column size. The second column (MCOL9; 5567891 N 334967 E)
was located closer to the water the north of a large cedar tree. This column terminated at 42
cm dbs due to a large root obstruction (Figure 20). The alternating lenses of whole clam shell,
broken clam shell and sediment found in this sample likely represent repeated use of this site
for seasonal bivalve harvesting.

Figure 17. Photograph taken from EbSh-47 looking east at Kb03.
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Figure 18. Google Earth image of EbSh-47 indicating locations of MCOL8 and MCOL9.

I Layer of forest sediments and medium brown sandy silt with flecks of charcoal and <3%
broken clam shell. 25% compact. Likely hearth feature.
II Layer of whole clam shells (mostly butter clams <9cm).
III Layer of broken clam shell in brown silty sediment with degraded granite. 40% compact.
IV Possible hearth feature. (Not sampled).
Figure 19. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL8 north wall profile. Note that
the scale orientation is reversed in the photos.
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I Layer of brown forest sediment with crushed clam shell.
II Zone of alternating lenses of whole clam shell, broken clam shell, and sediment. This
pattern is likely due to repetitious use of this site for seasonal bivalve harvesting.
Figure 20. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL9 north wall profile. Note that
the scale orientation is reversed in the photos.

EbSh-21
This site is a large village site (183 m in length) consisting of a midden terrace
roughly 4 m tall with intact house depressions and cairns. The terrace face has been eroded so
that the exposed face cuts through house floors. The site is adjacent to a large non-walled
beach rich with alluvial sediments (Figures 21 and 22). The site is within the Octopus Islands
Park.
We sampled one column from this site (MCOL10; 5572010 N 340668 E) from an
exposed midden face where a large tree stump had uprooted and slumped to the beach. To
minimize subsequent erosion, we excavated a 40 cm wide by 70 cm long column through the
slump rather than excavating a trench. The first 85 cm of this sample consisted mostly of
shells. After 85 cm, until the bottom of the column at 286 cm dbs, we found a sequence of
house floors and hearths (Figures 23 and 24).
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Figure 21. Photograph looking west along the beach in front of EbSh-21.

Figure 22. Google Earth image of EbSh-21 indicating location of MCOL10.
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Figure 23. Photographs and drawing of MCOL10 north wall profile. Note that the scale orientation is reversed in the
photos. See Figure 24 for associated sediment descriptions.
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I Layer of 90% crushed/broken shell (mussel and clam <5cm; some burnt). 35% compact.
II Layer of black-brown silty loam with 40% broken shell (<3cm). 50% compact.
III Layer of 90% yellow-green crushed urchin and shell. 60% compact.
IV Layer of 50% crushed/broken shell (mussel and clam <1.5-3cm; some burnt) in blackbrown silty loam. 30% compact.
V Zone of black-brown silty loam with 35% crushed/broken/whole clam shell (<6cm) and
pockets of crushed mussel. 90% compact.
VI Layer of 95% whole butter clams (<9cm, placed atop each other; some crushed shell) in
black silty sediments. 70% compact.
VII Layer of black silt with pockets of yellow-white ash. 95% compact. Likely hearths and
house floors.
VIII Zone of at least 3 alternating lenses of black silt with orange-yellow ash and 1% shell
(<2cm). 95% compact. Likely house floors with hearths.
IX Zone of black-brown silty sediments with 35% crushed/broken mussel and clam shell
(<4cm). 80% compaction.
X Zone of yellow-white ash with pockets of black silt and 1% burnt crushed mussel shell.
95% compact. Likely hearth and house floor.
XI Layer of grey ash with black silt with 2% crushed shell. 95% compact. Likely hearth and
house floor.
XII Layer of red burnt/degraded granite with 2% crushed shell. 85% compact. Possible
degraded hearth.
XIII Layer of black silt with yellow-white ash pockets and 2% crushed shell. 95% compact.
XIV Zone of yellow-white ash with 2% crushed shell. 95% compact.
XV Zone of black silty sediment with 15% crushed shell. 95% compact. Likely house floor.
XVI Zone of black silty sediment with 20% crushed shell. 85% compact. Likely house floor.
XVII Layer of 90% crushed mussel and shell in black silty sediment with white ash pockets.
95% compact.
XVIII Zone of black silty sediments with 20% crushed shell. 85% compact. Likely house
floor.
XIX Layer of yellow-brown ash. 95% compact. Likely hearth feature.
XX Layer of greasy black silty sediments with flecks of micah. Top 11 cm lined with FCR.
90% compact. Likely hearth feature.
XXI Layer of tan coloured sand with gold flakes. 65% compact. (Sterile)
Figure 24. Sediment descriptions of MCOL10 north wall profile. See Figure 23 for associated
photographs and drawing.
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EbSh-25
This site is located along the shore between a non-modified alluvial sediment rich
beach and a clam garden (Figures 25 and 26). It is spatially associated with the large village
site EbSh-30 at the head of Granite Bay. This is interpreted as a short term bivalve processing
site and consists of patches of midden over a 15 m expanse.
The first column (MCOL6; 5567911 N 335682 E) was sampled from a patch of
midden between a cluster of cedar trees (Figure 27). It terminated at 54 cm dbs as the
dimensions of the sample limited reach without damaging the integrity of the surface rim.
The second column (MCOL7; 5567890 N 335657 E) was taken from a midden patch on an
exposed cliff side and terminated at 42 cm dbs due to a large root and rock obstruction
(Figures 28). One hearth feature was found in this sample. Both samples consisted mostly of
shell.

Figure 25. Photograph of EbSh-25 facing north.
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Figure 26. Google Earth image of EbSh-25 indicating locations of MCOL6 and MCOL7.

I Layer of 45% broken/crushed shell in forest sediments. 30% compact.
II Layer of black-brown silty sediment highly disturbed with roots and rotten logs.
III Zone of 80% broken/crushed/whole shells in black-brown silty sediment. 70% compact.
Figure 27. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL6 north wall profile. Note that the
scale orientation is reversed in the photos.
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I Zone of 60% crushed/broken/whole shell in black-brown silty sediment. 40% compact.
II Layer of 15% crushed shell in brown sediment. 90% compact.
III Layer of grey ash. 90% compact. Likely hearth.
IV Layer of black-brown silty sediment with 25% crushed shell. 60% compact.
Figure 28. Photograph, drawing and sediment description of MCOL7 north wall profile. Note that the
scale orientation is reversed in the photos.
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Beach Excavations
In order to develop and test a method for sampling the beach, we excavated
two experimental trenches on clam garden Kb25 in front of EbSh-13 (Figure 29). These
excavations were conducted at a 0.7 tide within a three hour window (1.5 hours before and
after slack tide). Our detailed mapping and survey of the elevation and sediments of the clam
garden beach allowed us to predict the slope and location of the natural (pre-clam garden)
beach, and thus the location of the transition of the pre- and post-clam garden deposits. Based
on this prediction, we dug the trench to expose the transition in sediments from the original
beach surface to the infilled clam garden terrace (Figure 30).
The first trench was dug along the northwest portion of the beach, which retained
freshwater from the adjacent creek. The resulting high water table did not allow for a clear
view of the sediment profile. The walls for this trench were also more prone to collapsing.
The second trench was excavated on the southeast side of the beach where there was
no fresh water source. We observed a clear distinction in sediments – a layer of crushed shell
and gravels associated with the infilled clam garden, lying above a layer of boulders
beginning approximately 30 cm dbs (Figures 31 and 32). However, this transition was also
the top of the water table and thus we were unable to observe sediments below approximately
35 cm dbs. To avoid this issue in in the future, a bilge pump and excavating the beach at a 0.1
tide is planned for the 2013 field season. We will radiocarbon date organic remains at the
interface of these pre- and post-clam garden depositional layers.

Figure 29. Louie Wilson digging the experimental trench at EbSh-13.
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Figure 30. Cross section of 3-D profile of KB25 modified beach (calibrated to sea level). The solid black
line indicates the predicted pre-clam garden slope. This graph represents the southern transect seen in
Figure 3, and the predicted slope of the second transect dug at Kb25.

Figure 31. Photograph of the sediment transition approximately 30 cm dbs along the length of the trench.
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Figure 32. Photograph emphasizing the sediment transition and the freshwater flow into the trench.

5. Lab Results
Lab analysis and dating of collected archaeological materials is ongoing. Results will
be presented in the form of a M.A. thesis by Michelle Puckett.
6. Future Plans
Clam Garden Survey of Small Inlet
As the surveys of clam garden sites were highly limited this past field season, we plan
to return to Small Inlet during a low tide sequence next year to complete surveying and fill in
missing information for previously surveyed beaches. Sketch maps and photographs will be
made available in the 2013 report.
Midden Excavations
Given the complexity of EbSh-13 and its direct association with two clam gardens, we
had planned to take three samples of this site. The third column sample (MCOL3) was not
excavated due to poor weather conditions and subsequent time constraints. We plan to sample
this column during the next field season.
Beach Excavations
The objective for this summer was primarily to establish a method for sampling clam
garden beaches. We plan to date the construction of the clam gardens by sampling Kb25 and
potentially one other clam garden beach next field season.
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Lab Analysis
Archaeological samples collected to date will be analyzed during the winter and
Spring of 2013. Analysis will be conducted primarily by Michelle Puckett as part of a M.A.
thesis research.
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